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Abstract. Online communities bring together participants from diverse backgrounds and
often face challenges in aggregating their opinions. We infer lessons from the experience of
individual contributors to Wikipedia articles about U.S. politics. We identify two factors
that cause a tendency toward moderation in collective opinion: Either biased contributors
contribute less, which shifts the composition of participants, or biased contributors
moderate their own views. Our findings show that shifts in the composition of participants
account for 80%–90% of the moderation in content. Contributors tend to contribute to
articles with slants that are opposite their own views. Evidence suggests that encountering
extreme contributors with an opposite slant plays an important role in triggering the
composition shift and changing views. These findings suggest that collective intelligence
becomes more trustworthy when mechanisms encourage confrontation between distinct
viewpoints. They also suggest, cautiously, that managers who aspire to produce content
“from all sides” should let the most biased contributors leave the collective conversation if
they can be replaced with more moderate voices.
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1. Introduction
The growth of online communities that blur the
boundaries between readers andwriters has upended
our understanding on the generation and consump-
tion of online content. Online communities bring
together participants from disparate traditions, with
different methods of expression, different cultural
and historical opinion foundations, and, potentially,
different facts (e.g., Arazy et al. 2011, Ransbotham
and Kane 2011, Kane et al. 2014, Gallus 2016).

Despite the diversity of opinions—and sometimes
because of it—the composition and opinions of par-
ticipants evolve as they interact with alternative con-
tent and points of view other than their own. A crowd’s
opinion reflects the aggregation of participants’
opinions. Hence, at any point in time and over time, a
crowd renders its opinion accordingly. Although a
number of studies have sought to understand the
bias in a crowd’s opinion or, broadly, the limit of col-
lective intelligence (e.g., Galton 1907, Shankland 2003,
Antweiler and Frank 2004, Lemos 2004, Surowiecki
2004, Giles 2005, Chesney 2006, Rajagopalanet al. 2011,
Mollick and Nanda 2015, Greenstein and Zhu 2018),

little research has examined the manner by which the
behavior of participants influences or is influenced by
the bias of a crowd. Understanding this question
helps shed light on whether managers of such com-
munities should intervene. It also informs managers
on how to design effective rules and algorithms to
steer interactions in ways that reduce a crowd’s bias.
This study seeks to answer this question bymeasuring

participants’ actions and viewpoints. Our evidence
comes from one of the longest-running online con-
versations on Wikipedia. We trace all the participa-
tion on 66,389 English-language articles about U.S.
political topics from the start of Wikipedia in 2001 to
January 2011. These articles received more than 10
million edits from 2,887,140 unique contributors. We
follow the approach of Greenstein and Zhu (2018) to
employ an adaptation of the method developed by
Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) for rating newspaper
editorials. In these ratings, slant denotes the degree of
opinion along a continuous yardstick. It can take on
extreme degrees of red (e.g., Republican), extreme
degrees of blue (e.g., Democrat), and all the shades of
purple in between. Bias is the absolute value from the
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zero point of this yardstick and thus denotes the
strength of the opinion.We then use thesemeasures to
characterize the evolution of the bias and slant of each
participant opinion over time. We also gain insights
into which experience prompts biased participants to
stay or leave and which experiences induce them to
maintain or change their opinion and, consequently,
how such changes affect a crowd’s bias.

Contributor behavior on Wikipedia tends to move
toward less biased and less segregated conversations
on most topics, consistent with Wikipedia’s aspira-
tion to present a neutral point of view (NPOV) in its
content, which is succinctly summarized as follows:
“Assert facts, including facts about opinions—but
don’t assert opinions themselves.”1 Although con-
siderable heterogeneity is found in behaviors, more
Wikipedia contributors participate in unsegregated
than segregated conversations. For example, a slan-
ted contributor is on average 8%more likely to edit an
article with an opposite slant than an article with the
same slant. This tendency is pervasive.

We find that biased contributors moderate their
own views as they encounter extreme content of the
opposite slant or receive pushback from other con-
tributors. Moreover, the composition of the existing
contributors changes. We do not find evidence of a
major change in the composition of new participants but
do find evidence that more biased contributors exit
sooner. Exposure to extremeopposite views is associated
with a higher likelihood of withdrawal from participa-
tion. Furthermore, exit is the most significant driver of
Wikipedia’s bias. Simulations suggest that exit is re-
sponsible for 80%–90% of the decline in the slant.

We examine a special circumstance, mass edits,
where an article attracts an unusually high number of
contributions in one day as a result of a sudden social
event or breaking news about the topic. Such events
are plausibly caused by factors exogenous to the
Wikipedia community. During mass edits, articles
experience more flips in slant in one day—from ex-
tremely blue/red to extremely red/blue. Consequently,
contributors during mass edits are 11.8% more likely to
be exposed to extreme content of both slants. As a
result, contributors involved in mass edits demon-
strate significantly faster reductions in slant than those
involved in normal edits.

Our approach also allows us to analyze how fast
someone changes his or her mind. For example, our
estimates suggest that extreme Republicans take one
year longer to become regular providers of neutral
content than do extreme Democrats. We trace this dis-
tinction to differences in the topics in which Democrats
and Republican contributors participate.

The findings offer important implications on the
management of online communities. Past research
typically focuses on various levers, such as social,

psychological, and economical, available tomanagers
of online communities, which they can use to maxi-
mize participation or minimize churn (e.g., Lerner
and Tirole 2002, Wasko and Faraj 2005, Bagozzi and
Dholakia 2006, Jeppesen and Frederiksen 2006, Moon
and Sproull 2008, Nambisan and Baron 2010, Zhang
and Zhu 2011, Gallus 2016, Nagle 2018). We find that
one of the key mechanisms on how Wikipedia ach-
ieves anNPOV is by letting contributorswith extreme
viewpoints leave the communities. As long as new
contributors continue to arrive, we see less reason for
communitymanagers tomaximize participation or be
overly concerned about the exit of participants. For
other community managers, if they aspire to draw
on multiple opinions and achieve a balance between
them in their online communities, they must insist
that contributors also aspire to that goal and actively
discourage participation from those who maintain
extreme points of view.
We also identify a key feature of Wikipedia that facil-

itates the convergence toneutrality—that is, contributors
are frequently exposed to the content of opposite
slants. In practice, however, various communities of-
ten design algorithms to expose their contributors to
content that aligns with their preferences. Although
this strategy maximizes participants’ satisfaction, as
shown in our research, such practices are harmful in
building a less polarized and unbiased crowd.
The importance of Wikipedia in modern society

makes understanding its production interesting in its
own right. Most reference information has moved
online, and these online sources have displaced other
sources of information in every developed coun-
try. Wikipedia is a top 20 site in several developed
countries and by far the most popular and referenced
online repository of comprehensive information in
the developed world. The English-language version
of Wikipedia has received more than 8 billion page
views per month and more than 500 million unique
visitors permonth.2Many firms also useWikipedia as
an input. Amazon (via Alexa), YouTube, and Google
(via its search engine), among others, use Wikipedia
as a free source for neutral “facts” and as an unre-
stricted source for vocabulary in different languages.3

2. Relationship with Prior Work
Considerable researchhasexamined thepropertyofonline
crowds. Although some studies show that collective de-
cisionmaking canbemore accurate than experts’ decision
making (e.g., Antweiler and Frank 2004, Lemos 2004,
Surowiecki 2004, Giles 2005, Rajagopalan et al. 2011),
others find that a crowd can be more biased (e.g.,
McPherson et al. 2001, Sunstein 2001, Rector 2008,
Gentzkow and Shapiro 2011, Park et al. 2013; Bail
et al. 2018, Greenstein and Zhu 2018). For instance,
Gentzkow and Shapiro (2011) find biases in online
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conversations about political content and other topics
higher than the segregation of offline news con-
sumptions. Greenstein and Zhu (2018) show that
Wikipedia articles are on average more biased than
those in Encyclopaedia Britannica, an encyclopedia
authored by experts. Several studies have proposed
new approaches to aggregate opinions from the crowds
to minimize bias (e.g., Fan et al. 2005, Muchnik et al.
2013, Prelec et al. 2017, Wang et al. 2019). Although
these studies acknowledge that the bias of a crowd
reflects the aggregate of individual participants, to the
best of our knowledge, no studies have tracked long-
run changes in how extremists (moderates) participate
and whether they change their expression to more
moderate (extreme) views. We think that this gap
arises, in part, because it is rare to observe an online
crowd over a long time period and a wide array of
topics. This study has an example of such a case in
Wikipedia, analyzing almost a decade of participation.

This concern becomes more relevant when partic-
ipants confront contested knowledge—defined as topics
involving subjective, unverifiable, or controversial
information. Many observers are worried about the
emergence of segregated conversations in the presence
of contested knowledge in online crowds. Segregated
conversation may become an “echo chamber” (EC) of
like-minded views (e.g., Sunstein 2001, Van Alstyne
andBrynjolfsson 2005, Carr 2008,Quattrociocchi et al.
2016, Shore et al. 2018, Sun et al. 2020). The opposite
behavior, an unsegregated conversation, involves con-
tributors with diverse ideas and opposing views
(Benkler 2006). Many unsegregated conversations
bring varying perspectives into a common view by
accelerating a confrontation or discourse between
contradictory facts and ideas. Generally speaking,
segregated conversations are blamed for many un-
desirable outcomes.4

In the case of contested knowledge in Wikipedia,
prior research (Greenstein and Zhu 2012, 2016, 2018)
shows that the slant and bias of content evolve, and bias
in Wikipedia articles slowly declines over time. Prior
research does not identify the underlying mechanism
other than to affiliate it with more revisions. The shift in
the slant and bias can be caused by many factors, such
as the arrival of moderate contributors, withdrawal of
extremists, or changes in contributors’ own viewpoints.
Without examining actual participants’ behavior, it is
difficult to draw the right managerial implications for
community managers. For instance, Greenstein and
Zhu (2018) find that bias inWikipedia articles tends to
slowly decrease with more revisions. One may infer
from this result that community managers need to
encourage more participation to reduce bias faster.
Our research shows that the situation is not just about
the number of contributions but about the identity
of the contributors. More contributions reduce bias

because, over time, these contributions mostly come
frommoderate contributors. Fundamentally, the change
in the composition and ideology of the crowd drives
the bias reduction. Hence, different from prior re-
search, our study suggests that community man-
agers should devote efforts into designing processes
to encourage extremists to leave or convert them-
selves into more moderate contributors rather than to
maximize participation.
In addition, prior studies show that people’s beliefs

become more reinforced when they encounter in-
formation that is aligned with their prior beliefs (e.g.,
Van Alstyne and Brynjolfsson 2005, Gilbert et al. 2009,
Bakshy et al. 2015, Lee et al. 2015, Garimella et al.
2018). However, the manner by which people react to
opinions that differ from their beliefs is unclear. For
example, studies find that people may demonstrate a
“pushback”: They refute evidence that has a contrary
effect on belief (e.g., Nyhan and Reifler 2010, Wood
and Porter 2019). In some rare cases, wemay observe a
“backfire effect”: Given evidence against their beliefs,
people can reject the evidence and believe even more
strongly.5 Our empirical result that many extreme
contributors choose to leave after encountering op-
posite opinions provides support for the claim that
changing people’s beliefs is difficult. At the same
time, a number of contributors become more mod-
erate after encountering opposite opinions. Although
such changes are responsible for a small fraction of
overall bias reduction, the evidence restores our hope
that communities such as Wikipedia can help reduce
polarization in our society as they gradually work
toward an NPOV.
This study is also related to the literature on plat-

form design for user-generated content.6 Although
much of this literature has examined how algorithms
(un)intentionally nudge user behavior in one direc-
tion or another and how they may produce unan-
ticipated aggregate outcomes because they often seek
to match content with a user’s taste to maximize a
user’s satisfaction or to retain users, algorithms play
no role in our setting. Wikipedia employs an archi-
tecture that gives participants considerable discre-
tion in achieving platform-wide ideals and aspira-
tions.7 Other studies have examined segregation of
participants in social networks such as Twitter. Shore
et al. (2018) study sharing links on Twitter and ex-
amine whether participants share with others who
are like-minded. Bail et al. (2018) study a field ex-
periment about following opinion leaders on Twitter
and examinewhether exposure to opposite viewpoints
changes users’ ideologies over time. This scenario is
similar to the one in our study, although the exposure
in their study is monetary incentivized. Both Shore
et al. (2018) and Bail et al. (2018) examine whether
social interactions reinforce segregated conversation,
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but they reach different conclusions. We regard our
setting as an opportunity to understand user behavior
in the absence of algorithms and social networking
features. Our study suggests that the platform at
risk for losing users may actually provide the opti-
mal solution.

3. Empirical Setting
Founded in 2001, Wikipedia positions itself as “the
free encyclopedia that anyone can edit” (https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia) or, in other words,
as an online encyclopedia entirely written and edited
through user contributions. Topics are divided into
unique pages, and users can select any page to revise. It
has become the world’s largest “collective intelli-
gence” experiment and one of the largest human
projects ever to bring information into one source.

Contributions come from tens of millions of dedi-
cated contributors who participate in an extensive
set of formal and informal roles.8 Some roles entail
specific responsibilities in editing tasks; however,
the Wikimedia Foundation employs a limited set of
people and does not generally command its volun-
teers. Instead, it develops mechanisms to govern the
volunteer coproduction process (Kane and Fichman
2009, Te’eni 2009, Zhang and Zhu 2011, Hill 2017). All
these voluntary contributors are considered editors
onWikipedia. The organization relies on contributors
to discover and fix passages that do not meet the site’s
content tenets. However, no central authority tells
contributors how to allocate their editorial effort.

The reliance on volunteers has many benefits and
drawbacks. Among the latter, there is a long-standing
concern that interested parties attempt to rewrite
Wikipedia to serve their own parochial interests.
Despite the persistence of such concerns, little sys-
tematic evidence has pointed in one direction or
another. The available evidence on conflicts suggests
that contributors who frequently work together do
not get into asmany conflicts as those who do not, nor
do their conflicts last as long (Piskorski and Gorbatâi
2017). Although such behavior can lead to edits from
contributors with different points of view, no direct
evidence shows that it leads tomore content that finds
compromises between opposite viewpoints.

AlthoughWikipedia attempts to attract a large and
diverse community of contributors, it also invites
many slanted and biased views, and the openness of
Wikipedia’s production model (e.g., allowing anon-
ymous contributions) is subject to sophisticated ma-
nipulations of content by interested parties. Hence,
there is a widespread acceptance of the need for
constant vigilance and review.

A key aspiration for all Wikipedia articles is an
NPOV (e.g., Majchrzak 2009, Hill 2017). To achieve
this goal, “conflicting opinions are presented next to

one another, with all significant points of view rep-
resented” (Greenstein and Zhu 2012, p. 343). When
multiple contributorsmake inconsistent contributions,
other contributors devote considerable time and effort
debating whether the article’s text portrays a topic
from an NPOV. Because Wikipedia articles face few
realistic limits regarding their number or size9 (as a
result of the absence of any significant storage costs or
any binding material expense), conflicts can be
addressed by adding more points of view to articles
instead of eliminating them (e.g., Stvilia et al. 2008). In
general, most disputes are settled without interven-
tions from Wikipedia administrators.10

4. Data and Summary Statistics
4.1. Measuring Contributor Slant and Bias
We extend the approach of Greenstein and Zhu (2018)
to measureWikipedia contributors’ slants and biases.
This approach relies on themodification of an existing
method, developed by Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010),
for measuring slants and biases in newspapers’ political
editorials.11 For example, Gentzkow and Shapiro
(2010) find that Democratic representatives are more
likely tousephrases suchas“war in Iraq,” “civil rights,”
and “trade deficit,” whereas Republican representa-
tives are more likely to use phrases such as “eco-
nomic growth,” “illegal immigration,” and “border
security.”12 Similarly,we compute an index for the slant
of each article from each source, tracking whether arti-
cles employ words or phrases that appear to slant
toward either Democrats or Republicans.13

Initially, we assume that a contributor’s slant is
constant throughout the years and define a contrib-
utor’s slant as the average slant of all the contribu-
tions that the person made in our sample. Then we
allow a contributor’s slant to evolve over time. The
measure of a contributor’s slant is computed based on
the contributions in each year instead of throughout
the sample period. A contributor’s bias is the absolute
value of the slant in both cases.
To construct our sample, we focus on broad and

inclusive definitions of U.S. political topics, includ-
ing all Wikipedia articles that include the keywords
“Republican” or “Democrat.”We start by gathering a
list of 111,216 relevant entries from the online edi-
tion of Wikipedia on January 16, 2011. Eliminating
the irrelevant articles and those concerning events
in countries other than theUnited States14 reduces our
sample to 70,305. Our sample includes topics that are
highly debated, such as abortion, gun control, foreign
policy, and taxation, and less disputed ones relating
to minor historical and political events and biogra-
phies of regional politicians. We then collect the re-
vision history data from Wikipedia on January 16,
2011, which yields 2,891,877 unique contributors.
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Our key dependent variable is Contributor Slant.
This measure is developed in two steps. First, every
article on Wikipedia has a revision history that, for
every edit, records pre-edit and postedit versions. We
compute the slant index for the pre- and postedit
article versions, take the difference between the two,
and use this difference as the slant change for an edit.
We obtain the slant change of every edit. For se-
quential edits from the same contributor that hap-
pened consecutively and without anyone else editing
between them, we treat the sequence of edits as one
single edit.15

To analyze participant behaviors, we exclude the
first version of all articles in our sample (or if the
article has only one version, then the whole article)
because we do not have a prior article slant and
cannot observe the EC or non-EC effect for such
contributions. We also exclude contributors who
mademore than 950 edits in any one year (top 0.01%)
because these contributors could be bots that regu-
larly maintain Wikipedia or contributors who cre-
ated many articles whenWikipedia was first founded.
These procedures reduce the number of observations
in the sample to 9,487,164, the number of articles to
65,046, and the number of unique contributors to
2,886,795. We use this sample as the main analy-
sis sample.

Next, we focus on individual contributors. We
identify and measure the types of changes that each
contributor makes to Wikipedia articles. We assign
each edit to each contributor and assign a slant value
for each edit. Under the assumption that every con-
tributor has one fixed type of slant, we compute the
Contributor Slant as the average value of the slant index
of this contributor. A zero value of Contributor Slant

means that the user’s edits either contain a balanced
set of Republican/Democratic words (weighted by
their cardinal values) or do not include any of the
slanted phrases. A negative or positive value of Con-
tributor Slant means that the contributor leans Dem-
ocratic or Republican, respectively. Accordingly, the
absolute value of a contributor’s slant is equal to the
contributor’s bias. In our sample, 92.6% of the con-
tributors have a zero slant, whereas the remaining
225,000 contributors make at least one slanted con-
tribution. As it turns out, the majority (57.5%) of
contributions to Wikipedia come from contributors
with a measurable slant or bias.
Table 1 presents the distribution of contributor types

over a 10-year period. When computing the number of
Democratic, Republican, and neutral contributors to
Wikipedia each year, we count each contributor only
once, even if the contributor contributes many times in a
year.We summarize the distribution of the contributors’
total number of edits over the 10 years in Figure 1. Our
sample reflects the well-known skewness of contri-
butions to Wikipedia. More than 75% of the con-
tributors in our sample contributed only once in the
entire 10-year period, whereas 97.5% of the contrib-
utors contributed fewer than 10 times, averaging less
than one contribution per year. Only 1% of the con-
tributors contributed more than 30 times in our sam-
ple. We also show the number of edits, number of
contributors, and average number of edits per con-
tributor by the contributors’ years of experience in
Figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Although contrib-
utors with four to five years of experience comprise
the large part of our sample in terms of the number of
contributors and the total number of edits, the av-
erage number of edits per contributor does not vary

Table 1. Distribution of Different Types of Contributors over Years

Year
Democrat

contributors (%)
Core Democrat
contributors (%)

Republican
contributors (%)

Core Republican
contributors (%)

Neutral
contributors

(%)
Core neutral

contributors (%)

Total no. of
contributors

who contributed
in the year

2001 26.4 18.1 20.0 12.5 53.6 9.9 800
2002 9.9 7.5 9.6 7.4 80.4 17.6 4,364
2003 8.5 6.5 8.8 6.9 82.6 18.3 14,951
2004 7.8 5.7 7.7 5.9 84.5 17.3 66,867
2005 7.0 4.7 6.7 4.6 86.3 15.6 242,121
2006 5.7 3.6 5.7 3.6 88.6 14.7 584,438
2007 5.3 3.2 5.2 3.3 89.5 13.8 706,195
2008 5.2 3.1 5.3 3.2 89.5 13.9 640,871
2009 4.7 3.1 4.7 3.2 90.5 14.1 526,255
2010 4.2 2.8 4.2 2.9 91.6 13.2 461,663
2011 9.5 8.5 10.8 9.9 79.6 19.4 26,886

Notes. Columns labeled “Democrat contributors,” “Republican contributors,” and “Neutral contributors” show the percentages of contributors
with negative, zero, and positive Contributor Slant among all contributors who contribute in that year to the articles in our sample, respectively.
Columns labeled “Core Democrat contributors,” “Core Republican contributors,” and “Core neutral contributors” show the percentages of that
year’s Democrat contributors, Republican contributors, and neutral contributors whose total number of edits is distributed in the top 10% of all
contributors’ total number of edits, respectively. The final year, 2011, is sampled in January, which accounts for the low numbers in that year.
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much with years of experience, except for the 0.18%
of contributors who joined in January 2011.16

We define a contributor as core if his or her total
number of edits is distributed in the top 10% of all
contributors’ total number of edits, which in this case
is equal to a total of no fewer than three contributions.
Core contributors make 74% of the contributions in
the entire sample. In other words, 84.2% of the edits
for each article are from core contributors, and 15.8%
of the edits are from peripheral contributors. Fur-
thermore, although the number of neutral contribu-
tors who contribute each year is more than 10 times
the number of contributors who have a slant, the
proportion of core contributors in the neutral slant
group (15.9% for the full sample) ismuch smaller than
that in the other two groups (63.8% and 65.5% for the
full sample, respectively). In summary, slanted con-
tributors are more core than neutral contributors, and
much of the slanted content comes from contributors
making many edits.

4.2. Composition or Ideological Shift?
A few simple graphs illustrate the evolution of con-
tributors’ biases. Figure 5 is a bar chart of the average
bias of any contributor who contributed at least once
in that given year. In addition, in the graphs, we do
not plot the observation in 2001 because contributors
in the founding year of Wikipedia tend to be different
from contributors in later years, and they only ac-
count for 0.03% of the full sample.17 The average bias
of the contributors declines over the years.
Two types of changes may have contributed to the

decline in bias: a change in the composition of the
contributors and/or an ideological shift. That is, new
contributors with a moderate bias may join Wikipedia
each year, and relatedly, the existing extreme con-
tributors edit less over time or gradually stop par-
ticipating. Alternatively, contributors can become less
biased in their contributions, in which case our as-
sumption of a fixed slant for each contributor requires
modification.
First, we consider the changes in the biases of people

joining Wikipedia in different years. We compute the
average bias of contributors entering in different years
and plot the results in a bar chart in Figure 6. We do not
observe an obvious pattern across years. In general,
except in 2002, contributors who entered earlier are
not systematically more biased than those who en-
tered later.18

Next, we consider existing contributors on Wiki-
pedia. Figure 7 displays the average number of con-
tributions of the extreme contributors each year. A
contributor is considered to be “extreme” if his or her
slant across all years is more than two standard de-
viations away from the center. Although the number
of edits from the contributors’ first year to their
second year on Wikipedia seems to increase, this is
followed by a declining pattern as they stay past two

Figure 1. Distribution of Contributors’ Total Number
of Edits

Figure 2. Distribution of All Edits in the Sample by
Contributors’ Years of Experience

Figure 3. Distribution of Number of Contributors by Years
of Experience
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years. In other words, as these extreme contributors
stay longer, they become less active over time. This
pattern indicates the exit of extreme contributors as a
potential explanation for the overall bias decline.

For extreme contributors who keep contributing
over the years, we then ask whether we can observe a
decline in the biases of their contributions. Figure 8
plots the average contributor bias each year for those
who are considered extreme. If we redefine the slant
and bias each year (based on their changes in that
year), then we observe a constant declining pattern
in the biases from these extreme contributors. The
pattern suggests that extreme editors become less
slanted over time.

Overall, these graphs suggest that a change in the
composition of extreme contributors and their partici-
pation is mostly the result of the exit of participants and
an ideological shift favoring more neutral contributions.
The arrival of new participants with neutral views ap-
pears to play little role. Do these patterns survive more
careful statistical scrutiny? What factors drive the ob-
served behavior patterns? We next define variables in
preparation for investigating these questions.

4.3. Variables
Contributor Slant assumes that contributors have the
same slant over their lifetimes in our sample. We next
define Contributor Yearly Slant, which divides con-
tributors’ edits by year and for each year use the same
calculation as for Contributor Slant (i.e., we compute
the average slant change of all the edits that a con-
tributor has made within a given year). If a contrib-
utor’s numeric value for slant remains unchanged
throughout the years, then his or her Contributor
Yearly Slant is equal to Contributor Slant.19 Relatedly,
Contributor Yearly Bias is the average absolute value of

the slants (i.e., the biases of a contributor’s edits in a
given year). The purpose of this variable is to better
capture a contributor’s bias.
Prior Article Slant denotes an article’s slant before a

given edit. This variable is essential for analyzing an
article’s (mis)match with a contributor’s slant.
To measure a contributor’s experience in interact-

ing with different types of content, we count the
contributor’s number of edits in a given time period
targeting extreme opposite-slant articles divided by
the contributor’s total number of edits during that time,
and we label it Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fraction.
Similarly, the proportion of a contributor’s edits tar-
geting extreme same-slant articles is labeled Same-
Slant Article Edits Fraction, which captures the amount
of extreme content that he or she has interacted with.
For a contributor who only made neutral edits in a
given year (i.e., the contributor is considered neutral),
Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fraction and Same-Slant
Article Edits Fraction are equal to zero, because ei-
ther extreme left or extreme right content should be
seen as “opposite to” or “same as” a neutral per-
son’s ideology.
Pushbacks may shape contributors. An extreme

example of a pushback is the revision war, where a
contributor’s edit is immediately reverted by another
contributor. In this case, the original contributor edits
back the same contribution. We count the edits that a
contributor makes during such revision wars divided
by the contributor’s total number of edits as Revision
War Edits Fraction.
Throughout the study, unobservable features of

articles are a central concern. We add additional
measures that may have attracted editors and oth-
erwise had a spurious correlation with the slant or
bias of an article.Wemeasure the length of the articles
using the number of words in an article prior to a

Figure 4. Distribution of Average Number of Edits per
Contributor by Years of Experience

Figure 5. Average Contributor Bias over the Years
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certain edit and label it as Prior Article Length. We
measure the number of the article’s external refer-
ences and label it as Prior Refs. Articles that are long
may incorporate more viewpoints, which, in turn, tend
to attract more contributors. In addition, Wikipedia re-
quires citations from major third-party sources as ref-
erences for its article content (often listed at the bottom
of the page), so articles with more references are also
more likely to incorporate more outside arguments or
controversial views at the time.

In a similar vein, additional controls measure ed-
itors’ unobservable features. One such variable is
Number of Edits, which is the total number of yearly
edits that the contributor has made on Wikipedia in a
given year. Another variable is Starting Number of
Edits, which is equal to the total number of edits that
the contributor made in his or her first two years after
joining Wikipedia.

To examine the determinants of composition, we
define a dummy variable Stay at the contributor level.
Stay is equal to one if the contributormade at least one
edit in the last year in our sample; otherwise, it is
equal to zero.20

Table 2 provides the summary statistics for all the
variables used in our analysis. The average Contrib-
utor Slant in our sample is negatively close to zero,
indicating that Democrat-leaning contributors are,
on average, more slanted than Republican-leaning
contributors. Moreover, the article versions in our
sample exhibit similar absolute values of extreme
slant on both ends. For control variables Prior Article
Length, Prior Refs, and Number of Edits, a substantial
variation is found across article versions for each of
the measures, and we use the logarithm of these
control variables in our models because they are
highly skewed.21

5. Analyzing Contributor Slant
Motivated by the pattern in these raw data, this sec-
tion quantifies how contributors’ contributions change
with their edits and analyzes whether (and how) their
editing experience affects their slant decline.

5.1. Contributors’ Participation Pattern
on Wikipedia

We first investigate the type of content contributors
interact with on Wikipedia. For every edit in our
sample, we estimate the following regression model:

Contributor Slantj � α0 + α1PriorArticle Slantijt + XijtB
+ σi + ηt + εijt.

(1)

In this baseline specification, we set the contributor
slant to a fixed value, even though we can observe
the same contributor multiple times. Coefficient α1
identifies whether the average contribution follows
EC or non-EC, as noted earlier. To address concerns
about unobservable factors influencing the choice, we
include Xijt, a vector of the article’s characteristics
and control variables after article i is edited by
contributor j at time t; σi, an article fixed effect, to
control for any fixed differences among articles;
and ηt, a year fixed effect, to control for any common
media/macroeconomic shocks or Wikipedia policy
changes that may differentially affect articles from
different years. We note that the key exogenous
variable is measured with considerable noise, which
can induce attenuation bias in the estimate.22 Hence,
we view the result, at best, as an underestimate. In an
alternative approach that mitigates the noise, we create
two categorical variables. On the basis of Contributor
Slant, we create Contributor Category, which takes the
value of −1, 0, or 1, representing contributors with a

Figure 6. Vintage Effect for Contributors Entering in
Different Years

Figure 7. Average Number of Edits over Contributors’
Years on Wikipedia: Extreme Contributors Only
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slant that is two standard deviations below the
mean, in between, and above the mean, respectively.
Prior Article Category is the categorical version of
Prior Article Slant. We use Contributor Category as
the dependent variable, with Prior Article Category
as the explanatory variable, to estimate standard
models for categorical choice (see Table A1 in the
online appendix).

In Table 3, we report the estimation results of
Equation (1) using ordinary least squares (OLS) re-
gressions. Models (1)–(3) use Contributor Slant as the
dependent variable. Model (1) includes only Prior
Article Slant as the explanatory variable. Model (2)
adds the control variables log(Prior Article Length) and

log(Prior Refs). Model (3) replicates Equation (1) with
article and yearfixed effects included. The coefficients
on Prior Article Slant are negative and significant in all
threemodels.23 This finding indicates that an increase
in the article’s slant is associatedwith a decrease in the
slant of its next contributor. That is, when the article is
more Republican leaning, it tends to attract a more
Democrat-leaning user as its next contributor. This
pattern is consistent with the non-EC behavior.

5.2. Ideological Shift: How Does Editing Experience
Change the Contributions from Contributors?

Why do biased contributors become moderate?
What effect does opposite content have? We esti-
mate the following:

ContributorYearlyBiasjt
� β0 + β1Number of Editsj
+ β2Opposite-SlantArticleEdits Fractionj,t−1
+ β3Same-SlantArticleEditsFractionj,t−1
+ β4RevisionWarEditsFractionj,t−1 + µj + εjt. (2)

The unit of analysis is contributor-year, which al-
lows us to observe how each contributor’s ideology
evolves over time. Observations in the sample include
contributor-year combinations where the contributor
made at least one edit in the previous year, because
the independent variables are calculated with refer-
ence to the past year’s edits. The dependent variable is
Contributor Yearly Bias, which captures the average
bias of a contributor’s edits in a given year. The
contributor’s yearly total number of edits, Number of
Edits, controls for how active the contributor was in
the past year.

Table 2. Summary Statistics of Variables Used in the Main Analyses

Variable Unit Mean Standard deviation Median Min Max

For participation pattern analysis
Contributor Slant Contribution −0.0001 0.024 0 −1.229 0.998
Prior Article Slant Contribution −0.056 0.208 0 −0.605 0.624
Prior Article Length Contribution 4,128.249 3,757.940 3,173 1 1,963,441
Prior Refs Contribution 34.319 60.839 7 0 1,636

For ideological shift analysis
Contributor Yearly Bias Contributor-year 0.004 0.028 0 0 0.819
Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fraction Contributor-year 0.006 0.051 0 0 1
Same-Slant Article Edits Fraction Contributor-year 0.069 0.207 0 0 1
Revision War Edits Fraction Contributor-year 0.014 0.056 0 0 1
Number of Edits Contributor-year 12.314 45.036 2 1 949

For composition shift analysis
Stay Contributor 0.030 0.170 0 0 1
Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fraction Contributor 0.004 0.053 0 0 1
Same-Slant Article Edits Fraction Contributor 0.075 0.251 0 0 1
Revision War Edits Fraction Contributor 0.008 0.056 0 0 0.944
Starting Number of Edits Contributor 0.321 0.693 0 0 9.568

Note. The number of observations in this table is 9,487,164 for the contribution level, 381,099 for the contributor-year level where the contributor
made at least one edit in the year before, and 2,482,063 for the contributor level where the contributor joined Wikipedia before 2010.

Figure 8. Average Contributor Bias Each Year over
Contributors’Years onWikipedia: Extreme Contributors Only

Note. In the bar chart, the average bias in year 7 is 0.0007 and in year 8
is 0.
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To capture a contributor’s experience in interacting
with different types of content, we count the con-
tributor’s number of edits in a given time period
targeting extreme opposite-slant articles divided by
the contributor’s total number of edits during that
time as Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fraction and the
proportion of a contributor’s edits targeting extreme
same-slant articles as Same-Slant Article Edits Fraction.
Moreover, to investigate how pushbacks may shape
contributors, we measure a form of pushback called
the revision war, where a contributor’s edit is imme-
diately reverted by another contributor, and the original
contributor edits back the same contribution. We count
the edits that a contributor makes during such revi-
sion wars divided by the contributor’s total number of

edits as Revision War Edits Fraction. In this regression
model, we include the lagged Opposite-Slant Article
Edits Fraction, Same-Slant Article Edits Fraction, and
Revision War Edits Fraction variables to test how a
contributor’s experience in the past year with dif-
ferent types of extreme content and pushbacks affects
his or her likelihood of adding more bias to existing
content; µj is a contributor fixed effect to control for
any fixed differences among contributors.
Table 4 reports the regression results. In model (1),

we observe that although encountering extreme
content with the same slant reinforces a contributor’s
own ideology, interacting with opposite-slant ex-
treme content causes the contributor’s slant to become
moderate. We do not find a significant effect from

Table 3. OLS Regressions on the Relationship between Contributor Slant and Prior
Article Slant

Variable

Model

(1)
Contributor Slant

(2)
Contributor Slant

(3)
Contributor Slant

Prior Article Slant −0.0087*** [0.0001] −0.0086*** [0.0001] −0.0189*** [0.0004]
log(Prior Article Length) 0.0006*** [0.0000] 0.0009*** [0.0001]
log(Prior Refs) −0.0004*** [0.0000] −0.0010*** [0.0001]
Observations 9,487,164 9,487,164 9,487,164
Adjusted R2 0.006 0.006 0.007
Year fixed effects No No Yes
Article foxed effects No No Yes
Number of articles 65,046 65,046 65,046

Notes. The unit of analysis is each edit in our analysis sample. Robust standard errors in brackets.
***Significant at the 1% level.

Table 4. OLS Regressions on Contributor Slant and Content the Contributor Interacts with

Variable

Model

(1)
Contributor Yearly Bias

(2)
Contributor Yearly Maximum Bias

log(Number of Edits) 0.0003*** [0.0001] −0.0001 [0.0003]
Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fraction −0.0536*** [0.0042] −0.1599*** [0.0081]
Same-Slant Article Edits Fraction 0.0007* [0.0004] 0.0040*** [0.0012]
Revision War Edits Fraction 0.0005 [0.0013] −0.0084* [0.0048]
Observations 381,099 381,099
R2 0.0003 0.0060
Year fixed effects Yes Yes
Contributor fixed effects Yes Yes

Notes. The unit of analysis is each contributor-year. Observations include contributor-years where the
contributormade at least one edit in the year before. The dependent variableContributor Yearly Bias is the
average absolute value of the slants (i.e., the biases of a contributor’s edits that year). The variable
Contributor Yearly Maximum Bias is the maximum bias of a contributor’s edits that year. A revision war is
defined as a contributor’s edit being reverted immediately by another contributor and then is imme-
diately followed by the original contributor editing back the same contribution as a “fight back.” The
“fractions” in this table are lagged by one year; for example, Revision War Edits Fraction in this table
equals the number of edits that the contributor made in the past year during such pushback situations
divided by the contributor’s total number of edits in the past year. Robust standard errors are in
brackets, clustered at the contributor level.

*Significant at the 10% level; ***significant at the 1% level.
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receiving pushbacks on the contributor’s average
bias. When we use an alternative dependent variable,
Contributor Yearly Maximum Bias, in model (2), com-
puted the same as Contributor Yearly Bias but taking
the contributor’s maximum bias instead of average
bias in the year, we find a significant negative effect of
receiving pushbacks on the contributor’s maximum
bias in that year.24 In summary, encountering extreme
content of the opposite slant (rather than the same
slant) or receiving pushback from other contributors
reduces the contributor’s own bias to some extent.

Interpreting the above-mentioned coefficients is
difficult, so we use a Markov matrix to illustrate how
the slant composition of contributors evolves. This
matrix, reported in Table 5, is constructed as follows.
First, we divide the time that a contributor has been on
Wikipedia in half. Thenwe divide the direction of this
contributor’s edits by attaching values (−1, 0, 1) to
negative, zero, and positive slant edits. On the basis
of the sum of these values for the first and second
halves of the contributor’s activity, we categorize the
contributor as Democrat, neutral, or Republican. If
the sum of all edits in one half is negative (positive),
then the contributor is a Democrat (Republican), and
if the sum of all edits in this half is zero, then the
contributor is neutral. We perform this step for each
half of every contributor’s activity on Wikipedia and
accumulate them to get the overall transition probabil-
ities in the entire community. For the Democratic- and
Republican-leaning contributors in the first half, there is
more than a 70% chance that theywillmove to neutral in
the second half of their contribution life span.

Although the community of participants has a
tendency to move toward neutral, Table 5 does not
provide any sense of whether this change is more or less
pronounced than the composition shift. We first provide
evidence for a causal explanation. Then we characterize
the composition shift and compare the two shifts.

5.3. Mass Edits: Causal Evidence
The ideal design to establish causality is to employ some
exogenous shocks and observe how contributors’ slants

change before and after these shocks and compare
these actions with those that did not receive shocks.
We operationalize this idea with the special circum-
stances of mass edits, where an article attracts an
unusually high number of contributions in one day
as a result of a sudden social event or breaking news
about the topic. On such occasions, the article usually
receives a large volume of searches online. However,
social events or breaking news is unpredictable, and
so are the mass edits.
We define mass edits using online search volumes

from the Google Trends website.25 Specifically, we
use the article’s title as the search keyword(s) in
Google Trends, collect the global daily Google Search
Index (GSI) for a two-week window around the po-
tential mass edit date, and compare whether the av-
erage GSI of the three-day window around the search
date (days −1, 0, and 1) is greater than the three-day
average GSI before the mass edit date (days −4, −3,
and −2) and the three-day average GSI after the mass
edit date (days 2, 3, and 4). We then aggregate all the
contributions to the article-date level and define an
article as experiencing a “mass edit event” if it meets
the following conditions: (1) the article receives more
than 10 contributions on that date, and (2) its title has
an abnormal search peak in GSI during the three-day
window, as described earlier. We also combine con-
secutive mass events that happened to the same ar-
ticle on multiple consecutive days as a single mass
edit event. Finally, we focus on the topmass edit events
whose number of edits is above the 99th percentile of
all events, because they best represent such shocks. In
this way, we identify the top 35 mass edit events.
To estimate the effect of experiencing mass edits

on a contributor’s later slant, we use a treatment/
control approach. We consider the contributors who
are exposed to a given mass edit the Treated contrib-
utors. We use a propensity score matching method to
construct a control group of contributors. Specifically,
for a given mass edit event, we identify all the con-
tributors whomade at least one edit during the event.
Then, for each of the treated contributors, we find

Table 5. Transition Matrix of Contributor Slant Change in Wikipedia

Second half of activity

First half of activity

Democratic type Neutral Republican type

Democratic type 0.1407 0.0328 0.1145
Neutral 0.7451 0.9333 0.7416
Republican type 0.1142 0.0339 0.1439

Notes. The sample is constructed by dividing every contributor’s time in half and then dividing the
direction of his or her edits (i.e., attaching values (−1, 0, 1) to negative, zero, positive slant edits, re-
spectively). We then sum up the edits’ values for the first half and the second half of his or her activity. If
the sum of all edits in this half is negative, the contributor is a Democrat type in this half. If the sum of all
edits in this half is zero, the contributor is neutral in this half. If the sum of all edits in this half is positive,
the contributor is Republican type in this half.
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another contributor who did not edit during the event
to create a matched pair in our data set. We perform
matching based on their previous slant and editing
behavior before the mass edit event. Once a con-
tributor is matched, we exclude him or her from fu-
ture matching, and we repeat the process for the next
mass edit event. Altogether, we identify 5,148 treated
contributors who experiencedmass edits and another
5,148 control contributors as their matched pairs.

First, we examine whether mass edits produce
more biased content, which may lead to contributor
slant change. We use a t-test to examine whether the
articles being edited during mass edit events are
more biased than those under normal edits. The results
show that, on average, articles (article versions) after
mass edits are more biased than those experiencing
normal edits; that is, the average absolute article slant
for articles after mass edits (0.1346) is significantly
greater than the average absolute article slant after
normal edits (0.0839), with p = 0.000. Indeed, mass
edit events are more likely to produce biased content.

Next, we use OLS regressions to examine how the
treated contributor’s average bias changes compared
with the control contributors as a result of the mass
edits. Table 6 reports the results. The treated con-
tributors’ average biases after experiencing the mass
edit event are significantly lower than those of their
matched pairs who were not exposed to mass edits.

Why do the biases of contributors decrease after
experiencing mass edits? In our proposed mecha-
nism, encountering extreme opposite-slant content
reduces contributors’ bias. Contributors may be more
frequently exposed to extreme opposite-slant content
during mass edits, which leads to their ideological
shift. To test this mechanism, we perform a simple t-
test mean comparison with the average article slant
during mass edits versus normal edits. The results
show that the article versions after each mass edit are
significantly more biased than those after each nor-
mal edit (p < 0.0000). This finding means that con-
tributors are exposed to more extreme content during
mass edits.

Next, we define a flip of an article’s slant when
the slant changes from extremely left/right leaning
(i.e., more than two standard deviations away left/
right from neutral) to extremely right/left leaning.
We estimate the likelihood that an article has at least
one slant flip on mass edit days and compare it with
normal edit days. The logit regressions are shown in
Table 7. Aggregated to the article-date level, the
variable Flip Dummy is equal to one if an article has at
least one flip on a given day and zero if the article has no
slant flip on that day. After converting the estimated co-
efficients, an article is 11.8% more likely to experience
slant flips during mass edits than during normal edits.
The analyses provide additional evidence to support

our proposed mechanism. Contributors encountering
mass edits are more likely to be exposed to content of
both extremes. Because the impact of the opposite-
slant extreme content on a contributor’s slant is greater
than that of the same-slant extreme content (Table 4),
bias decreases more in the contributors who en-
counter mass edits compared with those who do not.
The exogenous nature ofmass edit events allows us to
obtain a causal inference of such effects.

5.4. Composition Shift: Why Do Extreme
Contributors Leave over Time?

To examine each contributor’s exit decision, we em-
ploy the following logit regression to examine each
contributor’s likelihood of staying/exiting:

Stayj � θ0 + θ1Starting Number of Editsj
+ θ2Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fractionj
+ θ3Same-Slant Article Edits Fractionj
+ θ4Revision War Edits Fractionj
+ Vintage Dummiesj + ωj, (3)

where the unit of analysis is each contributor. We
include a similar set of explanatory variables as shown

Table 6. OLS Regressions on How Contributor Slant
Changes during Mass Edits

Model = (1)

Dependent variable = Contributor Bias

Treated −0.0015*** [0.0005]
Observations 10,296
Adjusted R2 0.001

Notes. Observations are the contributors who experienced mass edit
events and their matched pairs. The dependent variable Contributor
Bias is the contributors’ average absolute value of their edits after the
mass edit event. Robust standard errors are in brackets.

***Significant at the 1% level.

Table 7. Logit Regressions between Article Slant Flips and
Mass Edit Events

Variable

Model

(1)
Flip Dummy

(2)
Flip Dummy

Mass Edits Dummy 1.4199*** [0.1151] 2.0178*** [0.1161]
Prior Article Slant −0.6371*** [0.0657]
log(Prior Refs) −0.0868*** [0.0117]
log(Prior Article Length) −0.4402*** [0.0079]
Observations 5,804,714 5,804,714
Pseudo-R2 0.001 0.038

Notes. Observations in this panel are at the article-date level. The
dependent variable Flip Dummy equals one if the article experiences at
least one slant flip during that day. The variable Mass Edits Dummy
represents whether the article is receiving mass edits on the given
day. Robust standard errors are in brackets.

***Significant at the 1% level.
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in Table 4. The contributor’s number of edits in the
first two years Starting Number of Edits controls for
how active the contributor was when joining Wiki-
pedia. We also control for the contributor’s year of
entry to capture the vintage effect.

Table 8 presents the results. Model (1) includes all
contributors who joined before 2010, whereas model (2)
includes only the core contributors. The coefficients for
Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fraction and Revision War
Edits Fraction are negative and statistically significant.
Calculating the average marginal effects shows that
experiencing the opposite-slant extreme content or
revision wars reduces a contributor’s likelihood of
staying on Wikipedia by 2.7% and 25.2%, respec-
tively, compared with a contributor who encounters
no opposite-slant content or revision wars. The effect
of interacting with same-slant content, shown by the
coefficient of Same-Slant Article Edits Fraction, goes in
the other direction, which increases the likelihood of a
contributor staying. The results in Tables 4, 6, and 8
show that encountering more extreme opposite-slant
content or pushbacks from others leads contributors to
become either more moderate or more likely to leave.

5.5. Which Effect Contributes More to Changes in
the Overall Bias?

We compare the size of each effect using various five-
year subsamples to identify which effect contributes
more to overall trends. In this subsection, we take the
five-year period of 2004–2009 to illustrate the simu-
lation, and we repeat this process for all other five-
year periods.

The goal is to calculate the proportion of the change
in overall bias that is due to the ideological shift and
to the composition shift. To begin, we compute the

average bias—the absolute value of slant—of any
contributor who contributed at least once in the first
and last years. We denote the former crowd of con-
tributors as the starting crowd and the latter crowd of
contributors as the ending crowd. The average bias of
the starting crowd in 2004 is 0.00606, whereas the
average bias of the ending crowd in 2009 is 0.00421, a
decline of 30.5%.
Next, we identify the composition of each crowd. In

the starting crowd, 2,866 (4.34%) contributors are the
staying contributors who still edit after five years,
with an average bias of 0.00539, and 63,124 (95.66%)
are the leaving contributorswho did not edit after five
years and whose average bias in the first year is
0.00609. The average bias of the starting crowd is
0.00606 = 0.00539 × 4.34% + 0.00609 × 95.66%. In the
ending crowd, the 2,866 staying contributors have
an average bias of 0.00346. The remaining 522,985
(99.45%) are new contributors who joined during
the five-year period, whose average bias in 2009 is
0.00421. Thus, we compute the proportion of the bias
decline as a result of each effect.
To consider the importance of the composition ef-

fect, we simulate the possible scenario if only the
composition effect shaped the outcome. If some con-
tributors leave after five years but the remaining
contributorshave the sameslant as in thebeginning, then
the ending crowd’s bias would be equal to the average
of the staying contributors’ beginning bias (0.00539) and
thenewcontributors’ bias (0.00421), yielding 0.00539×
0.55% + 0.00421 × 99.45% = 0.00422. Accordingly, the
five-year bias decline from the composition effect will
be 0.00606 − 0.00422 = 0.00184.
For comparison, we simulate the possible scenario

if only the ideological shift shaped the outcome.

Table 8. Logit Regressions on Contributors’ Likelihood of Staying on Wikipedia

Variable

Model

(1)
All contributors

Stay

(2)
Core contributors only

Stay

log(Starting Number of Edits) 1.6190*** [0.0049] 0.6539*** [0.0051]
Opposite-Slant Article Edits Fraction −1.2807*** [0.1258] −0.6001*** [0.0796]
Same-Slant Article Edits Fraction 0.0688*** [0.0156] 0.0592** [0.0268]
Revision War Edits Fraction −11.7873*** [0.2883] −9.3112*** [0.1258]
Observations 2,482,063 337,638
Pseudo-R2 0.316 0.127
Vintage Dummies Yes Yes

Notes. The unit of analysis is each contributor. Observations include contributors who joined before
2010. Model (2) includes only core contributors (i.e., contributors who made at least three edits in the
sample). The dependent variable Stay equals one if the contributormade at least one contribution in 2010
or 2011. The variable Starting Number of Edits is the total number of contributions that a contributormade
in the first two years after he or she joinedWikipedia. The variableVintage Dummies is the year in which
the contributor joinsWikipedia or the vintage that the contributor belongs to. The “fractions” are defined
the same as in Table 4 but for contributor’s edits in all time instead of the year before. Robust standard
errors are in brackets.

**Significant at the 5% level; ***significant at the 1% level.
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To estimate the effect of ideological shift, we observe all
contributors who are still editing after five years
but their slant changes over this time. This is the
crowd whose ideologies shift. If we assume that such
ideological shift happened to all contributors in the
starting crowd instead of just those who remain ac-
tive, then the ending crowd’s average bias would
be equal to the average of the staying contributors’
decreased bias (0.00346) and the new contributors’
bias (0.00421), yielding 0.00346 × 11.2% + 0.00421 ×
88.8% = 0.00413.26 Accordingly, the five-year bias
decline from the ideological shift onlywill be 0.00608 −
0.00413 = 0.00195.

The ideological effect is not common enough to
have a large effect on the overall results. It involves as
few as only 4.34% of the starting crowd in the pre-
ceding calculation. With an actual crowd bias decline
of 0.00185 in the raw data, a simple equation solving
for the proportion of each effect yields the estimate
that roughly 88.4% of the change is due to the com-
position effect, and the remaining 11.6% is due to the
ideological shift effect. Although this is a simple back-
of-the-envelope calculation, it provides an indicator
that the decline in contributor slant is largely due to
the composition effect.

We repeat the preceding simulation for all five-year
periods in our sample and report the effect sizes in
Table 9. Panel A uses the same sample as in the main
analysis, which excludes the first edits of each article
that creates the article, and Panel B uses the full
sample containing all the raw edits. Apart from the

first five-year period, both sets of results show a
consistent pattern: Composition shift accounts for
80.25%−90.98% of the effect, whereas ideology shift
accounts for the remaining proportion of the effect
ranging from 9.02% to 19.75%. The effect sizes are
robust across differentfive-year periods except for the
first five years (i.e., 2001−2006). A possible reason is
that in 2001, when Wikipedia was first founded, the
earlier contributors contain a larger portion of ex-
treme participants than later years, as is also shown
by the percentages in Table 1. The total number of
contributors that year is also only 0.03% of the full
sample. Because this crowd has a large portion of
extreme contributors to begin with, and with the
extreme contributors becoming neutral over time, a
greater ideology shift is observed in the first five-year
period than in later years. The later subsamples have
more participants and examine Wikipedia in its most
“developed” state, where the participants are more
familiar with all the norms and rules.

6. Discussion
6.1. Rate of Slant Change: How Long Will It Take for

Contributors to Become Neutral?
We estimate how long it takes for a contributor’s slant
to gradually become neutral if this tendency con-
tinues. In this simulation, we observe the slant at an
aggregated level, and we simulate the slant change of
Wikipedians as a crowd, regardless of which part of
the change is due to the ideological or composi-
tion shift.
We use a Markov chain process to simulate the

evolution. Although a contributor’s slant exhibits a
long-term trend over the years, it frequently fluctu-
ates, and this fluctuation should be accounted for. We
divide the slant into different bins and investigate
how a contributor’s slant changes from one bin to
another. Contributor Yearly Slant is divided into seven
bins and divided by the ±0.5, ±1.5, and ±2.5 stan-
dard deviation intervals. The middle bin represents a
neutral slant, whereas the first and last bins represent
the extreme slants. We then compute a transition
matrix for contributor slant based on our empirical
data. For each year, we compute the proportion of
contributors whose yearly slant moves from one slant
bin to another and fill the probabilities in the tran-
sition matrix for that year. Averaging the transition
matrices across all years gives us the final transi-
tion matrix we use in our simulation (reported in
Table 10).
In this transition matrix, the rows denote the starting

bins, and the columns denote the ending slant. Bin 4
represents a neutral slant, defined as a slant index
ranging from −0.5 to 0.5 standard deviations away
from the mean. We find that (1) the probabilities on
the diagonal are large—as expected, contributors tend

Table 9. Simulation Results Comparing Ideology Shift and
Composition Shift over Time

Five-year period Composition shift (%) Ideology shift (%)

Panel A: Percentages of the effect sizes over time using
analysis sample

2006–2011 83.56 16.44
2005–2010 83.95 16.05
2004–2009 88.36 11.64
2003–2008 90.98 9.02
2002–2007 89.38 10.62
2001–2006 48.03 51.97

Panel B: Percentages of the effect sizes over time using full sample

2006–2011 81.72 18.28
2005–2010 81.62 18.38
2004–2009 87.70 12.30
2003–2008 89.07 10.03
2002–2007 80.25 19.75
2001–2006 50.58 49.42

Notes. Percentages reported are from the simulation in Section 5.5
comparing the effect sizes of composition shift and ideology shift.
Panel A uses the same sample as in the main analysis, which excludes
the first edit of each article that creates the article. Panel B uses the full
sample containing all the raw edits.
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to have a high chance of staying near their original
slant—and (2) the farther the end bins are from the
start bins, the smaller are the probabilities. These
findings indicate that the contributor slant change is
a gradual and cumulative process, and it is not likely
that the contributor’s slant would suddenly jump
from one extreme to another.

Next, we use the transition matrix to simulate
the contributor slant change process over time. We
compute the time it takes for a contributor to have a
greater than 50% probability of moving to neutral (see
Table 11). As expected, the length of time depends on
the contributor’s original slant: Extremely slanted
contributors spend a longer time moving to neutral
than slightly slanted contributors. Surprisingly, we
find that, on average, it takes one more year for Re-
publicans to become neutral than for Democrats.

We test for possible reasons why Republican con-
tributors tend towardaneutral slantmoreslowly thando
Democratic contributors. First, do Republican contrib-
utors display more EC behavior than Democratic con-
tributors do? The regression results of Equation (1)
using the two groups separately do not support
this explanation. Republican contributors show less
EC behavior than do Democratic contributors.

Second, Republican contributors may choose to
edit less extreme articles than Democratic contribu-
tors, so they are less influenced during their inter-
action with the online content. However, no statis-
tically significant difference was found between the
level of content extremeness for the articles edited by
Republicans or Democrats. The distributions contain
similar bias and variance.

A third possible reason may stem from the con-
tributors’ number of edits. Republican contributors
make fewer edits than do Democrats, so their expe-
rience has less of an effect on the overall tendency and

may differ in some way. Summary statistics provide
evidence for this explanation. In our sample, the total
number of edits from Democratic contributors is ap-
proximately 1.5 times that of Republican contributors.

6.2. Is the Measure of Contributor Slant
Representative of Ideologies?

One may be concerned about whether the measure
of slant inWikipedia is representative of contributors’
real-world political ideologies. In addition, a neu-
tral article in our sample can be interpreted as ei-
ther having no slanted words at all or having equal
numbers of very slanted words. These concerns
may lead to questioning the external validity of the
slant measure.

Table 10. Transition Matrix of Contributor Slant Change over Time

End slant

Start slant

Bin 1
[−1.229,
−0.059)

Bin 2
[−0.059,
−0.035)

Bin 3
[−0.035,
−0.012)

Bin 4
[−0.012,
0.012)

Bin 5
[0.012,
0.035)

Bin 6
[0.035,
0.059)

Bin 7
[0.059,
1.000)

Bin 1 [−1.229, −0.059) 0.8298 0.0139 0.0024 0.0011 0.0013 0.0008 0.0015
Bin 2 [−0.059, −0.035) 0.0717 0.7242 0.0044 0.0020 0.0103 0.0019 0.0007
Bin 3 [−0.035, −0.012) 0.0591 0.1745 0.7438 0.0055 0.0040 0.0149 0.0029
Bin 4 [−0.012, 0.012) 0.0323 0.0713 0.2286 0.9795 0.2089 0.0531 0.0277
Bin 5 [ 0.012, 0.035) 0.0036 0.0128 0.0177 0.0060 0.7545 0.1867 0.0624
Bin 6 [ 0.035, 0.059) 0.0008 0.0014 0.0015 0.0033 0.0052 0.7222 0.0757
Bin 7 [ 0.059, 1.000) 0.0028 0.0019 0.0018 0.0025 0.0158 0.0203 0.8291

Notes. Here Contributor Yearly Slant is split by the ±0.5, ±1.5, and ±2.5 standard deviation intervals. The middle bin represents neutral slant; the
first/last bin represents extreme slant.

Table 11. Time Needed for a Contributor to Have a Greater
Than 50% Probability of Moving to Neutral Slant

Starting contributor slant Number of years

Extremely Democratic 10
Democratic 6
Slightly Democratic 3
Neutral 0
Slightly Republican 4
Republican 7
Extremely Republican 11

Notes. Number of years calculated based on the Markov chain
process. The neutral state includes contributor slant 0.5 standard
deviation away from zero. The slightly Democratic (Republican) state
includes contributor slant between 0.5 and 1.5 standard deviations
below (above) zero. The Democratic (Republican) state includes
contributor slant between 1.5 and 2.5 standard deviations below
(above) zero. The extremely Democratic (Republican) state includes
contributor slant more than 2.5 standard deviations below (above)
zero. On average, after about 30 years, the probabilities in all articles’
end state reach stationary distribution, with the probability of
contributor slant moving to neutral being 87.4%.
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To address these concerns, we use an alternative
measure of slant and bias. We match the voting data
from the 2004 presidential election to locations af-
filiated with contributors’ Internet Protocol (IP) ad-
dresses.27 We restrict our sample to contributors who
are not logged in when editing the articles because
Wikipedia only reveals IP addresses for contributors
without user IDs. We also drop contributors with IP
addresses located outside the United States. We then
test the relationship between the voting record and
Prior Article Slant using OLS regressions. Note that
this analysis examines the behavior of a different
population of contributors from the contributors we
have examined thus far.28 This regression is valid
under the assumption that a contributor has, on av-
erage, the political preferences of the region in which
he or she lives.

Table A2 in the online appendix presents the re-
sults. RepPerc denotes the percentage of Republican
votes in the contributor’s county. Because we use
positive values in the slant index to indicate Republican-
leaning ideologies for Wikipedia users and articles, the
negative and statistically significant coefficient of Prior
Article Slant suggests that a contributor from a county
with a higher percentage of Republican votes tends to
target a Democratic-leaning article when he or she
contributes on Wikipedia. The results show a non-EC
pattern in the contributing process and are qualita-
tively similar to the prior estimates. This finding
also supports the notion that the measure of con-
tributors’ slant reflects the contributors’ real politi-
cal ideologies.

We also collect talk pages for articles, which are
used by contributors to discuss edits and achieve
consensus. The total size of an article’s talk pages
has a correlation of 0.22 with the average bias of the
article over time, suggesting that our bias measure
does capture how contested an article is.

6.3. What Else Could Be Driving the
Non-EC Behavior?

The effect of non-EC in contributors’ voluntary editing
behavior indicates that contributors aremore likely to
edit articles with the opposite slant. This can also be
due to the revision war among contributors, which
may have little to do with the article’s slant. We ad-
dress this concern by including only the initial edits of
every contributor when he or she revises an article for
the first time. This rules out revision wars or any
possible correcting behavior later in the edits.

Table A3 in the online appendix shows that the
signs and statistical significance of the estimated
coefficients do not change and that the magnitude of
the coefficients becomes even larger, indicating an even
stronger non-EC effect than that when investigating all

edits. The results further strengthen the robustness of
the effect.

7. Conclusions
Wikipedia has a long record of bringing opposing
opinions into the same conversation. Over time,
Wikipedia has become less biased. Our study finds
that this change is partly due to an ideological shift,
where contributors contribute less slanted content
over time. It is also due to a composition shift, where
extremely biased contributors contribute less con-
tent over time. Contributors interact with opposite
viewpoints and do so more frequently than partici-
pating in ECs. Extreme contributors either become
more moderate or tend to leave after interacting with
an opposite-slant content or encountering pushbacks
from others.
This study offers an approach for identifying the

mechanisms contributing to (un)segregated conver-
sations. It identifies the factors that alter the compo-
sition of the crowd and cause a contributor’s view-
point to evolve. Nothing in this approach presumes
the results; the approach can flexibly measure con-
tributions to (un)segregated conversations in a vari-
ety of settings.
The findings inform open questions for two im-

portant managerial issues. Wikipedia’s stewards, the
Wikimedia Foundation, face an important question
about how to encourage the emergence of an NPOV.
Our findings suggest that retaining existing con-
tributors with moderate opinions is by far the most
important factor in maintaining an NPOV on its ar-
ticles. Wikipedia should continue to expose all ex-
tremes to the opposite opinion as it tends to arise from
normal practice, which leads to the exit of the most
extreme contributors andmoderation of views among
those who stay. This approach will work as long as
the entry of new contributors continues to draw on
a diverse set of opinions, as it has in the past.
For webmasters of crowds, we draw a related

lesson from Wikipedia’s experience. If webmasters
aspire to draw on multiple opinions and achieve near
neutrality in the content produced by their online
communities, then the experience at Wikipedia does
not suggest a passive approach to managing con-
tested knowledge. Simply maximizing participation,
regardless of the opinion, is also a mistake. Web-
mastersmust articulate their aspirations for anNPOV
and insist that contributors also aspire to that goal
while recruiting a diversity of opinions. If they are
successful at recruitment, then actively discourag-
ing participation from those who maintain extreme
points of view is reasonable. Indeed, our findings
suggest, cautiously, that one way to achieve a mod-
erate outcome is to encourage extremists to leave. We
stress the cautious nature of this advice because
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Wikipedia samples from wide and multiple points
of view in spite of changes in the composition and
because a wide sample should not be taken for
granted in other settings.

The findings also raise a subtle question: How does
Wikipedia transform controversial topics into argu-
ments that include many points of view and sustain
the community over time? We speculate that Wiki-
pedia’s success in this regard arises from the insti-
tutions that help overcome the challenges affiliated
with aggregating contested knowledge. First, the
aspiration of achieving an NPOV directs attention to
the principle that no side can claim exclusive rights
to determine the answer. Second, norms allow every
contributor to add another paragraph if it reduces
tension by giving voice to dissent. Reducing disputes
in this way costs little: Miniscule storage and trans-
mission costs reduce the cost of listing another view
on a web page. Our results also suggest that the
conflict-resolution mechanisms and the mix of in-
formal and formal norms at Wikipedia play an es-
sential role in encouraging a community that works
toward an NPOV. This finding is consistent with
theories suggesting that articles go through a life cycle
and settle into a consensus, which contributors sub-
sequently “defend” (see, e.g., Kane et al. 2014). We
also note a new open question: Although our findings
suggest that Wikipedia’s mechanisms work as de-
sired, our findings raise questions about which spe-
cific norms, other than the declaration of principles,
also contribute.

These findings also raise concerns on the platform
design literature. We speculate that some simple
design differences may have profound consequences
for (un)segregating conversations. For example, on
Facebook, an algorithm selects content for users, and
its design increases the chance that the participants
read and write content only in a community of like-
minded people. By contrast, Wikipedia contributors
can choose to examine whichever content they desire
and add and remove material or refine the content in
myriad ways. Contributors on Facebook/Twitter can
only add additional content on top of what is already
there. Allowing the removal or editing of anyone’s
contributions can change how the reader and writer
choose to direct the conversations, resulting in con-
tributions from different points of view. Some plat-
forms also aggregate contributions in ways that shape
the prevalence of segregation. For example, on Yelp
(e.g., rating restaurants) or Rotten Tomatoes (e.g.,
rating movies), additional materials can be added
with no limit. These platforms provide a numerical
summary that can direct conversations between readers
and reviewers. Our results prompt questions about
whether a numerical summary motivates others with
views that differ from the summary or attracts more

reviews from those who agree with it and how such a
process makes the summary more valuable.
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Endnotes
1 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Neutral_point_of_view,
accessed November 2018.
2 See “Wikipedia vs. the small screen,” http://www.nytimes.com/
2014/02/10/technology/wikipedia-vs-the-small-screen.html?_r=1,
accessed June 2019.
3 See, for example, “YouTube may add to the burdens of humble
Wikipedia,” https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/19/business/media/
youtube-wikipedia.html, accessed June 2019.
4As already implied, concerns about the health and tenor of political
conversations have motivated prior works (e.g., Sunstein 2001; Carr
2008; Lawrence et al. 2010; Gentzkow and Shapiro 2011; Greenstein
and Zhu 2012, 2016; Boxell et al. 2017; Shore et al. 2018). Closer to our
study, Gentzkow and Shapiro (2011) focus on online conversations
about political content and other topics, and Gentzkow and
Shapiro (2010) start from the premise that ideological tenden-
cies appear in the language of speakers. Segregation can facilitate
the radicalization of some individuals and groups (Purdy 2015).
See, for example, http://www.vice.com/read/we-asked-an-expert
-how-social-media-can-help-radicalize-terrorists and http://www
.rand.org/randeurope/research/projects/internet-and-radicalisation.html,
both accessed June 2017. Segregated conversation can also dis-
courage interracial friendships, disconnect different social seg-
ments, and stimulate social isolation. In traditional media, ideo-
logical biases in news content affect the political language (e.g.,
DellaVigna and Kaplan 2007, Chiang and Knight 2011, Stone 2011,
Durante and Knight 2012).
5 See, for example, “The backfire effect,” https://archives.cjr.org/
behind_the_news/the_backfire_effect.php, accessed August 2019.
6Prior research has examined the importance of contributor moti-
vation for a variety of tasks, such as software design, entrepre-
neurial finance, and engineering (e.g., Kogut and Metiu 2000, 2001;
Rothaermel and Sugiyama 2001; Chesbrough 2006; Roberts et al.
2006; von Krogh and von Hippel 2006; Yang et al. 2009; Ramasubbu
and Balan 2012; Ransbotham et al. 2012; Kane et al. 2014; Gallus 2016;
Nagaraj 2017; Qiu and Kumar 2017; Xu et al. 2018). Most empirical
studies have examined how online organizations aggregate contri-
butions to solve collective problems (e.g., Kogut andZander 1992; Lee
and Cole 2003; Hargadon and Bechky 2006; Kuk 2006; Tucci and
Villarroel 2007; Xu and Zhang 2009, 2013; Faraj et al. 2011;
Ransbotham and Kane 2011; Afuah and Tucci 2012; Chen et al. 2012;
Pierce 2012; Bassamboo et al. 2015).
7 Similar to other online communities, Wikipedia has adopted explicit
aspirations, rules, norms, policies (Forte et al. 2009, Schroeder et al.
2012, Jemielniak 2014), and quality assurance procedures (Stvilia et al.
2008), which shape contributors’ behavior. Many online communities
have adopted privilege access schemes that formally define roles
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(Burke andKraut 2008, Collier et al. 2008, Forte et al. 2012, Arazy et al.
2015), and Wikipedia has performed this as well. This initiative has
led to a myriad of coordination mechanisms (Kittur et al. 2007a, b;
Kittur and Kraut 2008; Schroeder and Wagner 2012), social interac-
tions (e.g., Halfaker et al. 2011, Forte et al. 2012), and behaviors aimed
at conflict resolution (Arazy et al. 2011).
8 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:User_access_levels,
accessed June 2017.
9Over time, a de facto norm has been developed that tends to keep
most articles under 6,000–8,000 words. This guideline has arisen as
editorial teams have debated and discussed the article length nec-
essary to address the topic of the page. Of course, some articles grow
to enormous length, and editor contributors tend to reduce this length
by splitting them into subtopics. A prior work (Greenstein and Zhu
2016) finds that the average Wikipedia article is shorter than this
norm (just over 4,000 words), but the sample includes a few longer
articles (the longest is over 20,000 words).
10 Similar to all matters at Wikipedia, contributors have discretion to
settle disputes on their own. The organization offers a set of norms for
the dispute-resolution processes, which can be quite elaborate, in-
cluding the three-revert edit war rule and rules for the intervention of
arbitration and mediation committees. Administrators can also de-
cide to freeze a contentious article.
11Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010) characterize how newspapers also
use such phrases to speak to constituents who favor one political
approach over another.
12 Several studies have applied their approach in analyzing political
biases in the online and offline content (e.g., Greenstein and Zhu 2012,
Jelveh et. al. 2014, Shore et al. 2018). In addition, although Budak
et al. (2016) use alternative approaches to measure ideological po-
sitions of news outlets, their results are consistent with those of
Gentzkow and Shapiro (2010).
13An article’s slant changes only when code phrases are added and/
or dropped.
14The words “Democrat” and “Republican” do not appear exclu-
sively in entries about U.S. politics. If a country name shows up in the
title or category names, we then check whether the phrase “United
States” or “America” shows up in the title or category names. If yes,
then we keep this article. Otherwise, we search the text for “United
States” or “America.”We retain articles in which these phrases show
up more than three times. This process allows us to keep articles on
issues, such as the “Iraq war,” but it excludes articles related to
political parties in non-U.S. countries.
15These consecutive edits tend to be highly correlated, or they can be
several parts of a complete contribution, such as where the con-
tributors saved their work several times. As a robustness check, we
exclude deletions from a contributor’s edits if the deletion does not
bring an article’s slant from left/right leaning to right/left leaning or
from less to more extreme. Accordingly, deleting biased content to
make an article more neutral will not be considered a biased edit.
Accordingly, all our results still hold.
16Excluding this group of contributors does not change the quali-
tative results.
17Excluding all contributors who joined in 2001 does not change the
qualitative results.
18The contributors who entered in 2002, the second year of
Wikipedia’s existence, are only 0.13% of the full sample. Prior
work has shown that the earliest Wikipedians tended to be
extreme Democrat-leaning contributors and that the composi-
tion quickly changed to more moderate participants on average
and years before Wikipedia became popular. See Greenstein
and Zhu (2016).
19 If a contributor does notmake any contribution in a given year, then
his or her Contributor Yearly Slant has a missing value in that year.

20We did not construct the variable Stay as a time-varying dependent
variable by year because only 1.95% of the contributors in our sample
were inactive (i.e., exited) in one year and came back to edit again in
another year.
21For variables at the contributor-year level, observations include
only contributor-year combinations where the contributor made at
least one edit in the previous year because the independent variables
for the composition shift analysis are calculated based on the past
year’s edits.
22This is a standard concern with poorly measured exogenous var-
iables. See, for example, Draper and Smith (1998, p. 19).
23As a robustness check, we added the slant of the last edit on the
article as a control variable and clustered the standard error at the
article level. All results continue to hold.
24We also added year fixed effects and clustered the standard error at
the contributor level as a robustness check. All results continue
to hold.
25For descriptions of the Google Trends website and Google Search
Index, see https://support.google.com/trends/?hl=en#topic=6248052,
accessed May 2018.
26Note that 11.2% = (2,866 + 63,124)/(2,866 + 63,124 + 522,985).
27The data on the geolocation of IP come from MaxMind. We match
up the county records.
28The identities of contributors are known after they register and
when they edit after logging on. An anonymous edit comes from
either an unregistered contributor or an editor who chose not to log
on before editing. Hence, the samples can possibly include some of
the same contributors, but identifying the fraction is impossible.
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